**0-5 years**

Brick by brick

DUPLO and LEGO®

Toys are for all
children, from babies to
teenagers.
The variety is enormous, yet all series are
based on the same idea:
to enable your child to
make its own toy - and
to make many toys
from each set. Furthermore, DUPLO and
LEGO bricks fit
together so "old" ones
come alive again when
exciting new ones are
added.

What other toy system
gives you so many
possibilities? Brick by
brick, year after year.

See the whole range at
your DUPLO dealer.

---

**PRICES**

Under the law stores are
free to set their own prices
for toys; the prices shown
in this catalogue are there-fore for guidance only and
we neither recommend nor
suggest retail prices. They
are typical shop prices as of

Maximum temperature for
storage and washing.
(Electric parts not
washable).

---

**3-12 years**

LEGO BASIC

Starter sets with lots of
LEGO® bricks that
develop and challenge the
child's fantasy and
natural curiosity. From 3,
5 and 7 years.

See pages 4-6

---

**4-8 years**

LEGO Fabuland

Little animal figures and
easy-to-build models
with which you can stage
your own imaginative
stories.

See pages 8-9
**Castle**
Full of working details like drawbridges, catapults and siege towers for creating exciting adventures around strong castle walls.

**Space**
In this endless universe you’ll discover unknown robots, star ships, lunar mono-rails etc. Some with electrical “sound and light” systems.

**Town**
A complete town with streets, houses, shops, fire station, police station, airport etc. Why not run for mayor?

**Trains**
Playtrains without motor that easily convert to 4.5 volt battery trains or 12 volt electric trains. Optional electric signals, remote controls etc.

**Technic**
For the technically minded. With many special elements like gears and pistons. Plenty of detailed working models which work just as in real life.

See pages 10-11  
See pages 12-15  
See pages 16-19  
See pages 21-23  
See pages 24-29
From 3-12 years

LEGO® BASIC

The toy system that grows with your child

Children’s skills develop as they grow older. So LEGO® BASIC Sets consist of 3 different types starting from 3, 5 and 7 years of age. Gradually these sets get more and more advanced offering more details and realism. When your child eventually chooses one of the other LEGO lines, the new bricks open up new possibilities with the LEGO BASIC bricks, for everything fits together.

What fun to have a toy that never becomes outdated.

ANYTHING YOU CAN IMAGINE - YOU CAN ALSO BUILD.

BASIC Sets with a lot of standard bricks.
310 around £3.00 • 320 around £5.40 • 330 around £10.00 • 340 around £15.50 • 350 around £21.50
From 4 years

Simple Model Sets

390 Helicopter. Around £3.00

391 Police Car. Around £3.00

392 Fire engine. Around £4.25

393 Tow truck. Around £4.25

From 5 years

BASIC Sets from 5 years. With bricks, windows, doors, wheels and figures.

510 around £4.25 • 520 around £7.35 • 530 around £12.75 • 540 around £19.75

550 BASIC Set from 5 years. With wind-up motor. Around £29.00
From 7-12 years

LEGO BASIC

Welcome to our motorized division

Several of the bigger LEGO® BASIC Sets include a motor that can be powered by batteries - and make your toys work at the touch of a button. Unlike other motorized toys these are still fun should you run out of battery power. Each model is full of many lifelike functions that always makes them worth playing with.

From 7 years

BASIC Sets from 7 years.
For realistic building with wheels, roof tiles, turn-tables, etc.
720 around £14.75
730 around £23.00
BASIC Set from 7 years. With battery motor. Building instructions in all sets.
740 around £40.00
The more bricks - the more tricks

Having plenty of ideas, you shouldn't run out of bricks. With LEGO® Supplementaries you can expand your collection according to need. Choose between boxes with regular bricks in all colours, building plates, wind-up motor, battery motor etc. And let your imagination travel to new, unknown places.

PRICES
Under the law stores are free to set their own prices for toys; the prices shown in this catalogue are therefore for guidance only and we neither recommend nor suggest retail prices. They are typical shop prices as of January 15th 1987.

800 - 801 - 802 - 803 - 804 - 805 - 806 - 807 - 811 - 812
Extra bricks in assorted colours. Roofing bricks with steep or shallow pitch.
Around £ 3.00

250
Ideas book. 52 pages of ideas and instructions. From 5 years. Around £ 1.60

810
4.5 Volt Battery Motor. Around £ 17.25

815 around £ 4.95

814 around £ 3.00
813 around £ 2.40

816 around £ 4.95

808 around £ 3.00
809 around £ 3.00

Wheels, doors and windows and 4.5 Volt lighting bricks.

819
Wind-up motor.
Around £ 5.75

789
Brick tidy. Lies flat as a play mat. Tug draw string to make storage bag.
Around £ 9.75


It all winds up to one thing: fun.
From 4-8 years

LEGO Fabuland

Build your own stories

After building the easily-made setting for the story, the play is about to begin - with your child as the storyteller and all the animal figures as the actors. The bigger boxes come with a booklet which parents can read aloud.

3679 Mill with shop. Harry Horse is the miller and Marjorie Mouse helps him. Around £17.25
3675 General Store. Hannah Hippopotamus goes shopping at Freddy Fox's store. Boris Bulldog collects the mail. Around £17.25
3715 Bus stop with Maximillian Mouse.
3795 Catherine Cat in her kitchen.
Around £2.15
3796 Patricia Piglet in her little Bakery. Around £2.15
3718 Outdoor Café with Bonnie Bunny. Around £1.40
3645 Fire Chief Barty Bulldog and his car. Around £2.15
3625 Sandy Seagull's Aeroplane. Around £3.25
3719 Classroom. Lionel Lion as teacher with Clive Crocodile and Bonnie Bunny. Around £4.25
3673 Steamboat S/S Fabulous with Wilfred Walrus as captain. Around £13.45

3633 Captain Wilfred Walrus in his Motor Boat.

3636 Lucy Lamb in her bedroom.

3644 Mayor’s car with Lionel Lion and Mike Monkey.

3659 Play Ground. Maximillian Mouse and Bonnie Bunny have fun.

3662 Double decker bus. Hannah Hippopotamus and Mike Monkey in charge.

3674 Bonnie Bunny’s new house. Edward Elephant comes to call.

3681 Fairground. Catherine Cat and Freddy Fox run things with the help of Ricky Raccoon and Mike Monkey.

3682 Fire Station. Boris Bulldog and his chums keep on the alert.

3668 Merry-go-Round with ticket booth. Incl. Edward Elephant, Maximillian Mouse and Ricky Raccoon.
From 5-12 years
Castle

Lower the drawbridge. Here comes the King

The many working details add to the fun of LEGOLAND® Castle. Drawbridges, catapults and siege towers work just as in the good old days - and the hinged castle walls give easy access to the model's interior.
Hinged walls open up new possibilities.
From 5-12 years Space

In this universe anything goes

You can construct almost anything and your creations can do things even modern scientists have never thought of. LEGOLAND® Space is truly another world.

6808 Swing-wing Sky Bike. Around £1.40
6809 Speed Rider and robot. Around £1.40
6820 Space Speeder. Around £2.15
6845 Scorpio Three Explorer. The wings can be folded down. Around £3.25
6882 Xenon 2 Walking Machine. The legs move forwards and backwards. Around £6.00
6940 Thunderfoot Launcher with movable legs. Around £16.20
6931 Intergalactic Star Cruiser. Two-piece model with folding wings. Small 6-wheeled vehicle fits into rear section. Around £13.95
6891 Intergalactic Freighter “Dark Star” with astronaut and android. Around £8.35

SOME DAY I’LL BUILD MY OWN SPACESHIP.
6872 Xenon X Craft with Android. Around £4.25

6750 Magma Robot with Light & Sound. Around £13.95

6783 Scorpio Modular Transporter with Light and Sound. Complete with flashing lights and 2 different space sounds. Around £32.40

6780 Magma Star Ship with Light & Sound. Around £23.00

6985 Taurean Ore Carrier. Can be separated into a ground centre with vehicle and a spaceship. Around £32.00

305 Crater Plates, Around £3.25

306 Landing Plates, Around £3.25

From 5-12 years
Space

Space Trak
A New dimension in Space

Whether you do it by space scooters, starships or the new Space Trak mono-rail is unimportant. What really counts is that your imagination breaks new barriers.

New Space Trak with centre-mounted 9 volt electric motor.

Additional equipment will be available for the Space Trak System from January '88.

6874 Moonrover with separate Space Scooter. Around £4.25
6849 Comsat launching vehicle. Around £3.25
6893 Roboprobe transporter. Around £8.35
6952 Saturn Ranger with 3 astronauts and Android. Around £22.00
6972 Star Gate Departure Centre. Around £26.00


6827  Scanmobile. Around £2.15

6884  Hyper Pod Explorer. Around £6.00

6990  Space Trak Centre. 9 volt monorail with flashing light, container loading system and control switches. Around £90.00

6883  Cosmi-probe satellite transporter. Around £6.00

6953  Star Base One. Around £22.00

6932  Plasma-drive starship. Around £14.00

6702  4 Spacemen + 2 androids. Around £3.25

THIS NEW MONORAIL EVEN HAS BUILT-IN POWER!
From 5-12 years Town

Time flies - when you are having fun

What's a town without a real airport with all facilities. Or the new racing cars with a complete pit-stop? Or... You just name it, LEGOLAND® Town has it.

6392 Airport with control tower and restaurant on the first floor. Luggage-Van, check-in and passport control. Jet with pilot and passenger. Helicopter. Around £35.00

6697 Oil Rig Helicopter, which can hoist a figure up and down. Around £6.00

6368 Commuter Jet. Hinged roof for passenger access. Around £8.40

6604 Racing car. Around £1.40

6502 Dune buggy. Around £1.40

6634 Rally Car with opening roof and changeable wheels. Around £2.15

6379 Riding School with 2 horses and 2 riders. Inside there is a stable with stalls and drinking trough. Around £16.25

6381 Car Racing scene with pit stop. Around £11.50

6698 Power boat transporter with skin diving kit. Around £6.00

6677 Moto cross transporter with sun-roof. Around £4.25

6699 Bike repair shop. Around £6.00

6359 Horse Box with trailer and trotting rig. Around £8.40

From 5-12 years
Town

Build your own town. Brick by brick

There are no authorities or building committees to interfere with your planning. And the many sets come small or big so your LEGOLAND® Town can grow according to the needs of the inhabitants - and your pocket.

9 volt battery powered Light & Sound system on models 6450 and 6480.

6386 Police Headquarters with helicopter, vehicles, control room - and cell! Around £22.25
6632 Police Truck with traffic signs. Around £2.15
6622 Police patrol and phone booth. Around £2.15
6480 Fire Engine with Light & Sound. Around £14.00
6358 Fire engine with extending hoist. Around £8.35
6612 Fire Chief's Car. Around £1.40
6657 Fire Helicopter with fire extinguisher. Around £3.25
6450 Police Van with Light & Sound. Around £11.40
6676 Police mobile control unit. Around £4.25

IN LEGOLAND TOWN ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN.

6523 Red Cross van.

6688 Ambulance with patient on stretcher.

6689 Post Office. The mail box can be opened from the inside and the outside.

6501 Small car. Around £1.40

6310 2 Road Plates T junction. Around £3.25

6311 2 Road Plates - Curved. Around £3.25

6312 2 Road Plates - Straight. Around £3.25

6313 2 Road Plates - Crossroads. Around £3.25

6305 Trees and flowers. Around £2.15

6306 Road Signs. Around £1.40

6301 6 Figures with bicycle. Around £3.25

6380 Hospital with operating theatre and ambulance.

Around £16.25
From 5-12 years

Ships

They can do almost anything - even float

The hulls are watertight and designed for sailing in the bathtub as well as in the sea. Like real ships they have room for lots of cargo, working cranes etc.

4010 Police Patrol boat with cabin below and diving equipment. Around £8.00

4020 Fire ship with "water guns" and engine room. Around £16.25

4030 Container ship with crane and two cargo holds. Around £25.00


I hope they don't get a ticket for speeding!
From 6-14 years

Trains

Electric trains are magic!

Remote-controlled points and signal lights put you in control.

Unlike ready-made trains the roofs can be lifted off for new seating arrangements etc.

GREEN LIGHT FOR THE HIGH SPEED TRAIN.

Electric High Speed Train Set. Includes lights, luggage space, buffet car. Plus platform and oval of rails and 10 figures. Around £70.00

7745

7860
Remote-controlled signal with isolating track. Around £15.20

7866
Remote-controlled automatic level crossing. When barriers are lowered the red light flashes. Around £37.50

7867
Lamp posts for use with 12 Volt transformer. Around £7.85

7864
12 Volt transformer/controller. Around £30.40

7858
Remote-controlled point, right, for electric trains. Around £15.20

7859
Remote-controlled point, left, for electric trains. Around £15.20
From 6-14 years

Trains

Even if you have only one train - you have many

LEGO® Trains can be pushed, or powered by batteries, or made electric with a 12 volt transformer and conductor rails. LEGO Trains add a whole new play dimension to your LEGOLAND® Town.

7850 Straight rails. Total length 100 cm. Around £4.00

7851 Curved rails (half circle). Around £4.00

7852 Points (1 left + 1 right). For battery train. Around £5.00

7857 Electric crossing. Around £4.50

7854 8 straight conductor rails for electric trains, 100 cm. Around £4.00

7855 8 curved conductor rails for electric trains, 1 half circle. Around £4.00

7861 Lighting set - 12 Volt. For locomotives and coaches. Around £7.00

7813 Shell Waggon with figure. Around £8.40

7856 Points (1 left + 1 right) for electric trains. Manually operated. Around £10.60

7722 4.5 Volt Train Set containing steam engine with motor, a battery car, 2 goods waggons, stop signal, fork-lift truck, an oval of rails, and signal. Around £44.00

7839 Model Rail Terminal with 1 flatbed wagon, 1 car and 2 figures. Like the Container Depot, this set has ordinary and live rails. Around £20.75

7715 Passenger Train Set without motor. Includes 1 rail circle, 1 platform and 5 figures. Around £25.50

7824 Railway station. With ticket office, phone booth, coffee bar, control tower, waiting room and mailbox. Includes 9 figures. Around £27.50
THAT CONTAINER CRANE IS JUST GREAT FOR LOADING TRAINS.
From 7-16 years

LEGO® Technic

A different kind of LEGO® building. For the technically minded

LEGO® TECHNIC is a different kind of construction especially created for the technically minded. But still it fits with other LEGO bricks. The functions are more complex and you will certainly be amazed when you see all the things these working models can do. And what you can do with LEGO TECHNIC.

8890
The new building book is full of ideas and building instructions for lots of other exciting models that you can build from your TECHNIC sets.

Though it all fits with other LEGO pieces, the TECHNIC range features special girderbeams to hold rack-and-pinion steering, gear wheels, differentials and working pistons.

An electric motor powered by 4.5 volt batteries makes your TECHNIC models even more lifelike. The motor can power many different functions of your own choice.

Several of the TECHNIC Sets come with a pneumatic system to power vital functions. The system works with miniature airpumps which you press with your finger - and a special valve controls the flow and thereby the movements of the model.
From 7-16 years

**LEGO Technic**

Modern mechanics can be complicated. Or as easy as LEGO® TECHNIC

For children of 7-9 years it is recommended to start with the Universal Sets which contain instructions for many different working models. The building plans make it easy - step by step - to make the most complicated things.

---

872 Gear blocks. 2 gear blocks for easy gearing down of battery motor by 1:20. Around £14.00

8700 Battery motor. Can be built into all models. Switch for forward/reverse operation. Around £18.25

8710 TECHNIC elements. Around £7.00

8890 Ideas Book. Around £1.85

8055 8+ Universal Set with building instructions for 6 different models, e.g. a model showing centrifugal force. A 4.5 Volt motor is used for 5 of the models. Around £25.00

8040 Universal Set from 9 years. With pneumatic elements to construct air powered models. Around £15.75

8035 7+ Universal Set with building instructions for 5 different models, e.g. a model using gears. Around £10.00

8020 Universal Set from 7 years. A simple yet exciting entrance to the world of engineering. Around £7.00

Polar adventures with Technic Action Sets

The Arctic Explorer Sets with the new action figures have it all. A pneumatic powered helicopter platform, Snow Ranger vehicles with snow ploughs, 6-wheelers with 4 wheel steering and lots more.

THIS SKI CHOPPER IS GREAT FOR LANDING ON SNOW.
8680
Mountain Rescue Base with 2 figures and a light helicopter. The base has built-in wheels and at one end there is a platform which is pneumatic powered. Around £45.00

8660
5-Wheeled Snow Ranger with 2 action figures. The small snow plough fits inside the model. Around £25.00

8640
Ski Chopper with pilot, working rotor blades and tail fan. Around £15.75

8620
Ski Buggy with steering gear. The skis can be mounted on the back of the vehicle. Around £8.00
From 7-16 years

LEGO Technic

Working Models with precision engineering

These TECHNIC Model Sets have detailed working drawings for building the main model shown, as well as for a couple of alternative ones, all with working parts.
A ROBOT THAT TURNS INTO A TRUCK. FANTASTIC!

LEGO®
Spares Service
If you lose a special part or want an extra one this service can help you. The selection shown here has the parts you will be most likely to want. We cannot supply complete LEGO® sets, as these can only be bought from toy shops. But if you particularly need a component not shown here, just write to us, and we shall do our best to help you if we can.

Spares Service
LEGO U.K. Ltd.
Wrexham, Clwyd,
LL13 7TQ

5004 £0.85 2 Keys for wind-up motor
5005 £4.60 Battery Box
5006 £1.60 Replacement motor casing
5031 £1.25 Propellers, wheels and rotor unit
5032 £0.85 Jack
5033 £3.25 Replacement Light & Sound 1x4 Lighting Brick with coloured Globes
5034 £3.25 Replacement Light & Sound 1x2 Lighting Brick with coloured Globes
5035 £4.60 Replacement LEGOLAND Town Siren
5036 £4.60 Replacement LEGOLAND Space Siren
5041 £0.85 225 Lighting brick for 4.5 volt battery
5042 £0.85 54 bushes to hold wheels in motor
5043 £2.25 Crane grab and winch
5044 £2.35 Storage Cabinet
5045 £2.00 Decorated Bricks
5046 £2.00 Wheels and Bearings
5057 £2.00 Hinges and Couplings
5092 £2.00 Round Bricks, Rocket Noses and Tails
5093 £2.00 Transparent Bricks
5100 £2.00 Runway; T-Junction and Circle
5101 £2.00 Sloping Frames, Space Wings, Motors and Seats
5102 £2.00 LEJOLAND Town and Space Tools
5103 £2.00 Straight Runways
5104 £2.00 2 connector leads, 72 cm and 25 cm

### Spares Order Form

Spares Service, LEGO U.K. Ltd.
Wrexham, Clwyd, LL13 7TQ

Please send me the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price per Item</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plus postage and packing 30p  

Total Price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cheque/Postal Order should be made payable to LEGO U.K. Ltd. Allow 28 days for delivery.
Join the LEGO® Club

If you are a keen LEGO® builder then the LEGO Club is for you. The Club magazine “Bricks ’n Pieces” keeps you up to date with new LEGO models, exhibitions to see, models to build and competitions to enter. If a photograph of one of your models is published in “Bricks ’n Pieces” you become a “MASTER BUILDER”. Ask your mum or dad if you can join.

Please note: LEGO Club mailings can only be posted to addresses in the UK and Ireland.

Look what you get when you join:
1. Exclusive LEGO Club Badge
2. Personal membership card
3. Colourful sew-on patch
4. Special Club stickers
5. 3 copies of the LEGO Club 12 page magazine “Bricks ’n Pieces” during your membership
6. The chance to enter special Club Competitions with lots of prizes to be won
7. Occasional special offers from the Club mail order shop
8. Plus special surprises

All for £2.75

To The LEGO® Club
Wrexham, Clwyd, LL13 7TQ

Please enrol me as a member

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

First Name ____________________________
Family Name __________________________
Address ______________________________

Post Code ____________________________

I am a boy/girl* and I was born on

* Delete as applicable

Date Month Year

A cheque/postal order payable to LEGO U.K. Ltd. for £2.75 is enclosed.

Signature of parent or guardian ____________________________

It’s a new toy every day

® The names LEGO, LEGOLAND, FABULAND and the DUPLO logo are registered trademarks.
© 1987 LEGO Group. LEGO U.K. Limited, Wrexham, Clwyd, LL13 7TQ.
Printed in England by Cripplegate Printing Co. Ltd., Edenbridge, Kent. 920312 - U.K.